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FIRE Action Plan to Respond to
Next Step Options

Program Advisory Committee Report #2

July 6, 2001

The FIRE Actions are listed among the NSO-PAC2 recommendations.   The Figures and VG in
presentations to NSO-PAC 3 document specific results.

1.  Response to NSO PAC-1 Report

Representatives of the FIRE project presented an action plan for how to respond to issues that
had been raised in the PAC-1 Report.  This action plan addressed the PAC-1 findings and
recommendations point by point.  Additional information about the FIRE response was also
presented at this PAC2 meeting.

Finding 1.1: We find that this action plan is a good framework for addressing the issues raised in
the PAC-1 report.
Finding 1.2: Progress in implementing the action plan is limited to date. Some significant
progress was made in assessing the cost reductions possible with the use of pure copper inner
field conductors and in assessing the performance of FIRE under the ITER98(y,2) confinement
scaling law.  Small perturbations around the design point were examined; however, optimization
was not performed (e.g., the elongation was not varied when the aspect ratio was reduced).

Recommendation 1.1: Systematically vary the elongation while changing the aspect ratio.  In so
doing, take into account the effect of the bootstrap current.

Action II-1.1: System codes study developed by Kessel/Jardin.  Results presented at UFA
BPS 2 in GA, at EPS 2001 and a summary will be given to NSO-PAC3.

Recommendation 1.2: Report further progress in addressing the PAC-1 issues at the next NSO-
PAC meeting (see the annotated list in the Appendix to this report).

Action II-1.2:  See comments in the appendix.

2.  Mission Statement

The FIRE project presented a logical structure for developing its total mission statement:  viz.,
vision, mission, objectives, physics parameters, device parameters, and cost.  The project also
proposed establishing an ad hoc working group of scientists from the community (specifically
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chosen from among the participants of the recent UFA Burning Plasma Science Workshop) to
flesh out this logical structure for the FIRE mission.

Finding 2.1: We endorse the logical structure presented by the project for constructing its
mission statement.  However, the mission statement still lacks excitement and a sense of
compelling scientific need.
Finding 2.2: Also, as a major DOE scientific facility (if built), FIRE should have a broad
scientific mission.
Finding 2.3: Issues that are listed in the PAC-1 report regarding the FIRE mission statement, but
to which responses were not given at this meeting, are the following:

• Study of the 1/1 mode in FIRE would be a benchmark for analysis using full kinetic,
energetic particle drive, and 2-fluid effects.

• What are the key parameters for alpha physics studies in FIRE— βα/β, α-fraction, or
other parameters? Does FIRE provide a significant advance in these parameters over
present devices?

• Can FIRE study “burn control” issues?
• Can FIRE study transport barriers?

Recommendation 2.1: Establish the proposed ad hoc working group that will flesh out the
overall mission statement, and report their progress at the next NSO-PAC meeting.  Also,
examine more mission statements of other federally funded research projects (as recommended
in the PAC-1 report).

Action II-2.1: Meade, Group solicited by email.  Plasma Coalition, Don Correll, Barry
Ripin, will follow up on NASA, High Energy Physics Snowmass 2001

Recommendation 2.2: In the list of scientific objectives, put more emphasis on the strong
nonlinear coupling of physics phenomena (e.g., bootstrap current, MHD stability, confinement,
alpha effects, boundary behavior, etc.) that will occur in a burning plasma.

Action II-2.2: Scientific Objectives VG modified and incorporated into EPS paper.

Recommendation 2.3: Open up the list of scientific objectives to the possibility of including
non-fusion research.

Action II-2.3: Lower priority for now- Burn propagation?

3.  Plasma dimensionless parameters

Finding 3.1: The FIRE project team has correctly identified the appropriate dimensionless
quantities (alpha heating fraction and ratio of flattop time to current diffusion time) to guide the
design study.  It is appropriate to neglect other time scales such as that for plasma-wall
interactions and the L/R time.
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Recommendation 3.1: The team may want to consider adding another dimensionless parameter
(e.g., maximum R∇βα , magnetic shear) that might better characterize the machine's ability to

address alpha physics.
Action II-3.1:  Done, figures and tables include R

Finding 3.2: While the project has clearly started to define the reasons for selection of
dimensionless plasma parameters, it still lacks a clear presentation on the range of parameters
that can be obtained and that will allow the machine to achieve its scientific objectives.
Recommendation 3.2: We recommend that the project work to communicate this information
better as these studies come to fruition. A table showing the range of key dimensionless
parameters would be helpful.
Action II-3.2: Done, Tables comparing FIRE/ITER/Ignitor

Finding 3.3: The project has not clearly shown how the FIRE operating point compares, in
dimensionless parameters, to those for existing tokamaks and planned future machines.
Recommendation 3.3: The FIRE team should develop extensive tables (at constant beta and
collisionality) to show clearly where the device is positioned between existing experiments and
other future devices, in order to show how big a step it represents.
ActionII-3.3:   Done, Figures comparing FIRE/ITER /JET U

4.  Confinement scaling

Finding 4.1: We endorse the use of the widely accepted ITER98(y,2) database for making
projections, especially for the sake of communicating with the broader fusion community. We
are concerned, however, that some physics may be missing in this scaling, which leads to
disagreement with dimensionless scaling results (e.g., steeper decline with power and beta) in
individual experiments.
Recommendation 4.1(a): We recommend that the project consider the impact of incorporating
results of non-dimensional scaling experiments into their design projections, which may lead to
different optimizations.
Action II-4.1(a):   not done, Meade to follow up e.g., ITER Physics Basis

Recommendation 4.1(b): The project should look at how robust the projected operating point is
to variations in choice of scaling relations.
Action II-4.1(b):  ITER(y,2) is most pessimistic of the empirical scalings.  Q versus H(y,2)
plot quantifies sensitivity to H.

Finding 4.2: We endorse the use of 10% higher confinement and a slightly peaked density
profile (n(0)/<n>=1.2) in the baseline projections for FIRE, noting that peaked profiles have been
shown clearly and the better confinement is well within the range of existing data.
Recommendation 4.2: We recommend that the project clearly document the basis for these
choices for presentation to the larger plasma physics community.
Action II-4.2:  Done. The justification for this choice has been published in the FIRE IAEA
paper (Sorrento-2000), the FIRE Overview paper at the ANS Topical Meeting (Park City-
2000) and at the EPS 2001.  In addition, a recent paper by J. G. Cordey (P3.011) at EPS
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2001 developed a scaling relation of JET H-modes that predicts H(y,2) = 1.1 for FIRE*
parameters.   Ongena paper at EPS shows that JET data base supports FIRE assumption.

Finding 4.3: We endorse the initial theory-based transport modeling of FIRE plasmas; however,
we note that some key H-mode physics may be missing (e.g., edge pedestal physics).
Recommendation 4.3: We recommend that the project should broaden its theory-based
transport modeling, such as including pedestal physics and using other accepted models.
Action II-4.3:  Papers presented UFA BPS Workshop 1 by Dorland/Hammett on pedestal
physics and IFS-PPPL projections.  Paper presented by Kinsey/Waltz at UFA BPS
Workshop 2 and TTF on GLF23 projections for FIRE indicate promising high pedestal
temperature for FIRE and good performance.  The GLF23 model also produced an ITB
without external rotation.  The MMM by Kritz /Bateman projects lower Q values.  The
GLF 23 module has now been incorporated into TSC (Jardin NSO-PAC3).

5.  Design Point Studies

Finding 5.1: We commend the project for starting work on comprehensive design point studies
using a systems code and a 0-d model (which should be benchmarked against each other).
Recommendation 5.1(a): The project needs to present more clearly what key parameters drive
the design point and what sets the limiting value for each.  Examples of such key parameters are:

– fα =Pα/Pheat

– discharge duration (2 τCR)

– wall loading  (≤ 3MW/m2)
Action II-5.1:  Done, Summary in Meade NSO-PAC Presentation

Recommendation 5.1(b): The project should extend the design point studies down to an aspect
ratio of 3 with fixed mission.
Action II-5.1(b) Completed.  Schultz studies using FIRESALE presented to FIRE
Engineering Peer Review June 5-7.  Kessel/Jardin Burning plasma Systems Code (BPSC)
has arbitrary aspect ratio and was presented at UFA BPS2, EPS-2001 and NSO-PAC3.
Also used for ST design studies.  Still being refined.

Recommendation 5.1(c): The project should look at the incremental cost of meeting the various
mission objectives.  What is the relative cost of doing Q=5 versus Q=10, or 2τCR versus τCR , or
implementing the AT control tools?  What are the trade-offs?
Action II-5.1(c):  Done Jardin to ran BPSC to find otimum R for given Q, pulse length.
Matrix on cost vs size in Meade NSO-PAC presentation.

6.  Design Point

The project has made good progress in defining the 7.7 MA FIRE design point based on the
scientific objectives. A clearer delineation is needed showing how each scientific objective
drives the specific choice of machine parameters. In addition, device flexibility and the range of
possible operating regimes should be assessed.  Issues to be addressed include:
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a) What is the operational margin with respect to Q for operation at de-rated parameters?
Action II-6a: Meade sensitivity Figure

b) Assess the reliability for operation near the maximum parameters of current and magnetic
field

Action II-6b:  Schmidt /Thome Deferred, depends on design details.

c) What breadth of parameters can be expected, given fixed values of Q (e.g., Q=5, Q=10,
Q>10)?

Action II-6c Done,  PopCon Plot from Mandrekas

d) Density and density profile are two very strong controlling parameters for determining
the fusion power production. What tools will be available for density and density profile
control?

Action II-6d Pellet injection and divertor pumping -Houlberg/ ORNL  Park GA,
ASDEX, JET, DIII-D, C-Mod

7.  FIRE* versus FIRE

The PAC was presented with three possible modifications to the 6.4 MA FIRE design that would
allow operation at 7.7 MA (FIRE*). The three different approaches were: increase the toroidal
field; increase the shaping, primarily triangularity; increase the size and inverse aspect ratio. This
study was implemented in response to the PAC recommendation that performance be assessed
using the ITER(y2) 0-d confinement scaling law, which leads to a 15% degradation relative to
that predicted from earlier scaling relations.

Finding 7.1: The committee endorses the increase of plasma current capability.

Recommendation 7.1: The project needs to define how selection among these three options will
be made, taking into consideration cost, flexibility, and technical constraints.
Action II-7.1  Discussion in Meade NSO-PAC3 presentation
Recommendation 7.2: We commend the project for planning peer review of the engineering
aspects of the design, and we encourage the prompt scheduling of these reviews.
Action II-7.2: Main of magnets, structure, divertor/PFAs and vacuum vessel has been
completed. Report is on the FIRE and NSO website.  Reviews for other systems are
underway.

8.  Physics Analysis and Device Flexibility

Finding 8.1: The FIRE design team is commended for making significant progress in defining
the AT physics operational regimes that are accessible to the current FIRE design, as well as
defining the additional tools that may be required in the area of density, current, and pressure
profile control.
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Finding 8.2: Significant progress has been made in determining the range of q-profiles for the
basic FIRE design, based on dynamic simulation analysis of the plasma startup. The analysis
indicates that MHD-stable regimes of interest for enhanced confinement and Alfvén eigenmode
studies may be accessible with careful programming, and maintained for the duration of the
discharge.

Recommendation 8.2(a): Further time-dependent plasma evolution studies are required in order
fully explore the range of current profiles accessible to the base design and the further scientific
benefit of profile control systems such as LHCD.  A realistic lower hybrid current drive model
needs to be used to assess the LHCD power requirements.
Action II-8.2(a): Kessel described first results of a self-consistent TSC/LSC(LHCD) model
at the UFA-BPS2, results were published in FIRE EPS 2001 paper and latest update will be
given at NSO-PAC3.

Recommendation 8.2(b): The assessment of additional profile control tools should be based on
more detailed physics analysis of the phenomena (e.g., Alfvén eigenmodes) that can be studied.
Action II-8.2(b):  Table of potential controls shown by C. Greenfield at UFA-BPS2
workshop.  Kessel/Jardin and other at GA will develop this in the future incorporating.
(pellets/ NTMs/TAE.

Recommendation 8.2(c): It is recommended to assess the MHD stability with stronger edge
pedestals than used in the simulations.
Action II-8.2(c):  Present edge pedestal models for FIRE are based on First Stability
assumptions and this appears to be sufficient to achieve Q  10 given FIRE's high
triangularity and lowish n/nGW.  Kessel/Jardin will look at impact of different profiles near
edge on MHD stability with PEST in the future.

Finding 8.3: The AT conditions for FIRE were defined by the minimum plasma current at which
alpha losses are acceptable with reverse shear operation (8.5 T, 6.4 MA). Extended operation for
at least 3 resistive skin times is possible at these parameters with inductive operation. AT
regimes with reverse shear and Q=5 were shown to be close to the free-boundary stability limit.
A central issue raised is the question of what additional capabilities (e.g., resistive wall mode
stabilization) are required to maintain flexibility for enhanced AT physics capability.
Recommendation 8.3(a): A strong recommendation of our committee was to assess the
maximum feasible I/aB accessible for FIRE (i.e., maximize δ, κ, ε). This would allow the design
to maximize the confinement and plasma pressure and to take advantage of recent developments
in the optimization of the AT concept.
Action II-8.3(a):  The triangularity, x = 0.7 is the maximum limited by divertor
constraints. 95  0.55 for broad profiles (li  0.3) in AT modes and 95  0.4 for more
peaked ohmic current profiles (li  0.8).   is maximum allowed for vertical stability using
present passive stabilization plus feedback control of coils inside double vacuum vessel.
Higher  might be possible if feedback coils in the port shield plug faces were relied on.
Systems studies are being done to vary the aspect ratio to optimize burning plasma
performance the optimum is relatively shallow with minimum around 3.8
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(Jardin/(Schultz).  Systems studies to optimize AT capabilty are underway and will be
reported at this meeting.

Recommendation 8.2(b): The committee recommends the study of AT scenarios at higher q-95
and IBS in order to reduce the current drive requirements.
Action II-8.2(b): First results were presented at UFA-BPS2 with N  3, fbs  64%, Q = 7.5
for q95  3.5.  This study is ongoing.

Recommendation 8.2(c): The trade-off between enhanced physics capability and additional cost
needs to be assessed in the light of the PAC-1 recommendation that the primary burning plasma
mission be preserved within the foreseen capital cost.
Action II-8.2(c): Agreed

Finding 8.4: A key aspect of the scientific mission of FIRE is to define the operating range
(range of physics and engineering parameters) required for achieving the scientific mission.
Recommendation 8.4(a): Define the range of parameters (e.g. alpha pressure, q-profile) needed
to access relevant physics regimes, and express these in terms of POPCON diagrams for AT and
H-mode regimes.
Action: II-8.4: BP system study and POPCON done, AT systems code and “POPCON”
under development, results reported at NSP-PAC3.

9.  Diagnostics

Finding 9.1: A successful burning plasma experiment will require profile and alpha diagnostics
with good spatial and temporal resolution. The interface for the heating systems and diagnostics
is a significant element of the design and total cost. The FIRE team stressed the major technical
challenge of designing and installing diagnostics that will operate under irradiation
corresponding to a neutron wall load of 3 MW/m2. The project is aware of the serious
consequences for diagnostics. Two areas that were identified as needing further research are
radiation effects on ceramics and on optical fibers.  A major issue is  the planning of the
installation of the diagnostics to achieve the mission.
Recommendation 9.1(a): The diagnostic planning and resource requirements need to be defined
within the context of the scientific mission. The strategy for phased funding and implementation
of the diagnostics needs to be clarified.
Action II-9.1(a):  Draft R&D plan developed by  K. Young.  Critical Diagnostic R&D issues
will be discussed at NS)O-PAC3 by K. Young.
Recommendation 9.1(b): A machine layout and port allocation needs to be determined early in
the design process, and port plugs designed to be consistent with the later requirements.
Action II-9.1(b):  Draft layout made by K. Young.  Integration of diagnostics and machine
design recognized as key issue.
Finding 9.2: A diagnostic neutral beam (5 GW, 1ms pulsed, 300 keV) may be required for MSE
and other profile measurements. This system would entail significant additional cost.
Recommendation 9.2: Assess the cost of a diagnostic neutral beam incorporated into the
baseline design, or assess how profiles can be measured without it.
Action II-9.2:  K. Young to address at NSO-PAC3.
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10.  Bucked/Wedged Toroidal Field Design

The FIRE project presented an advanced analysis of the bucked/wedged alternative TF design.
Such a design has the potential advantages of reduced power supply requirements, longer pulse
length, lower conductor costs, and possibly simplified conductor design.

Recommendation 10.1: We recommend that the cost and risk trade-offs be more clearly detailed
at the next PAC meeting.
Action II -10.1: Agreed, Thome/Schmidt to address at NSO-PAC3

APPENDIX

Response to Additional Specific Comments (in the PAC-1 Report)
Concerning the FIRE Design Point:

Partial response provided:
• Develop a table of key dimensionless parameters and their values expected in FIRE and

compare them for existing experiments, proposed experiments, and the reactor goal.
Preparation of such a table is underway.  A preliminary version was presented.

Action: Meade
• The capability to study AT modes needs to be clarified, in terms of magnetic topology

flexibility, current profile control, transport control, density control, rotation control, and so
forth.

AT capability in terms of current profile control was examined.  Ongoing:  Kessel

Essentially completed:
• Identify potential upgrades. The base design should at least support exploration of AT

plasmas.
Several AT-relevant upgrades involving lower hybrid and fast wave current drive were

identified and their costs estimated.  Provision for active control of resistive wall modes was
described.  Action:  Ongoing, Report at PAC3

• Firm up the cost estimates of tritium systems. The current estimates (~$30 million) seems low
relative to the cost of such systems on TFTR.  Action Meade/Gentile cost low due to low
titium inventory and reuse of TFTR system components

No response yet:
• Define the range of operation needed to explore the physics of neoclassical tearing modes,

alpha particle-driven instabilities (e.g., TAE), and other MHD issues
Action: Jardin/Rutherford PHR talk at UFA-BPS 2 on NTM, ongoing

• Run transport simulations for the design point.
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Action: Transport simulations have been done for the design point using  TSC, GLF23
and WHIST.

• The capability to study AT modes needs to be clarified, in terms of magnetic topology
flexibility, current profile control, transport control, density control, rotation control, and so
forth
Action  Jardin/Kessel/GA  (esp rotation) ongoing

• Evaluate helium ash accumulation issues, especially for advanced mode
Future, generic issue some new results from JET at EPS

• Examine the existing database for double-null divertor tokamaks concerning up-down/in-out
power asymmetries during disruptions.
Physics R&D Need

• Develop a better characterization of disruptions, vertical disruption events (VDE),
electromagnetic loads, and other effects, as well as their consequences on the design point.
Action: Ulrickson et al results/status presented at Ext. Eng. Review June 5-7, 2001

• Assess runaway electron production during disruption in FIRE and develop mitigation plans
if necessary.
Action:  TSC has module with Rosenbluth model.

• Clarify the pumping requirements for FIRE. There is ambiguity in what was presented.
Action: Ulrickson, based pumping to be increased.

• Eliminate carbon first-wall components in FIRE in order to minimize tritium retention. The
Committee supports this approach.
Action: Agreed

• Develop a plan for re-coating beryllium walls periodically in the event that migration of
tungsten to the first-wall surfaces introduces unacceptable levels into the plasma.
Action: Ulrickson, future, followup with C-Mod and ASDEX

• Analyze the effect of ELMs on the divertor plates.
 Action: Ulrickson expect erosion, estimates for 3 target changeouts

• Plan for FIRE experimental operations, taking into account the relatively low rate of full-
power shots. This may require a shift in experimental strategy toward the ICF paradigm,
which involves more pre-operational simulation prior to each full-power, long-pulse shot
and more complete single-shot diagnostic coverage.
Action:  M. Bell will review BPX plans and TFTR/JET DT experience.

• Clarify the trade-off between the lifetime limits on pulse number and pulse length.
Action:  Meade/Thome, goal is for fatigue and dose to be equally limiting.

• Include error field correction coils in the design, and assess if these could be used for n=1
feedback control
Action: Future (Kessel/Columbia)

• Determine the power supply requirements for n=0 control with the use of the specified
passive and active control coils.
Action Kessel.

• Consider providing tangential port access
Action:  Under investigation possible if all port ducts are in the same direction


